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1 Introduction

Research focusing on computer science education is abudant, but research in study paths
in relation to study success is less common. As the business world craves for more edu-
cated IT workforce, universities and other educational institutions scramble to improve IT
education, including computer science. This thesis aimed to function as a base study that
would provide a high-level point of view into computer science education in the University
of Helsinki on a 10-year time period. The scope of this thesis was focused on observing the
relationships between study success derived by statistical methods and study paths visu-
alized from the same data set. The phenomena discovered in this thesis provide a starting
point for focused studies that provide more precise insight into the factors that cause them
- and how to further improve the strengths and mitigate the weaknesses inherent in the
programme. Comparing historical data based on partly different approaches to more re-
cent data provides valuable insights into the development and effects of changes and what
issues should be taken into account in the future. A data set containing pseudonymized
student admission and course completion records between the years 2010 and 2020 was
used as the base data. Setting the scope into base research allowed for a broader look that
covers multiple interesting topics without a need to omit important relationships between
study paths and study success. A broader scope also allowed for partial validation of prior
research conducted in the University of Helsinki through the combination of study success
and study paths.

Dividing students to major groups by computer science curricula was the first step in
facilitating proper comparison. Students were separated to students admitted after the
major computer science programme overhaul in 2017 labeled as group A, students admitted
and that completed studies before the overhaul labeled as group B and students that
transitioned from the old programme to the new programme labeled as group C. This
division allowed for a high-level comparison of two different curricula and the trends within
them. The students were further divided into four subgroups for more precise insights.
The groups were all students, graduated students, students with a large amount of Open
University studies and students with a large amount of mathematics studies. The first
two groups are self-explanatory, but the two other groups are specific to computer science
students in the University of Helsinki. The admission methods have expanded to include
MOOC and DEFA combined with the growing amount Open University courses available
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freely through the aforementioned admission paths and the FMSEI project, the number of
students with both prior Open University studies and students that use Open University
courses to complement their studies after admission has been increasing. As this student
group becomes larger, it is more important to understand study success and study path
choices within the group. Computer science is inherently a mathematical subject and the
role of mathematics in computer science studies could be thought to be a major factor.
Thus, the final subgroup of students contains students with heavy focus on mathematics
during their studies.

Novel methods of data visualizations were required to properly convey the complex study
paths that students choose. The combination of data visualization and statistical results
garnered by methods of descriptive statistical analysis provided the necessary tools to an-
swer the research questions. These results were augmented with a theoretical background,
though as study paths in compluter science are not extensively researched the focus is
on extracting new knowledge. Regarding topics more related to educational methods and
study success, referencing research from foreign institutions with different educational
standards and programme structures provides contextual data, but might not be directly
applicable to the student groups used in this thesis.

The thesis is structured as follows. The second chapter contains the relevant background
information explaining the theoretical framework. In this chapter a look into previous
study and topics of special interest are followed by the motivation and research questions.
A short introduction to the Bachelor’s programme in Computer Science in the University
of Helsinki and the Computer Science curricula relevant to the data set are also present
in this chapter. The third chapter outlines the data set and the methodology used to
gain the insights required to answer the research questions. The chapter also explains the
student group divisions and their motivations, which become important in the following
chapters. The fourth chapter contains the results of the applied methods. The chapter
contains the statistical key distributions related to both the general student mass and the
focused student groups and the study paths discovered by visualizations, discussing the
relationships between different admission years, student groups and individual courses.
The chapter also presents the results from the statistical analysis and the study path
visualizations as answers to the research questions. Further discussion into the implications
and relevance of the results and the further research they might warrant is also presented.
The final chapter is dedicated to the conclusion and summarization of the whole thesis.



2 Background

In this chapter I present related works and research, explain my motivations in writing this
thesis and the research questions that guided the research. I also explain computer science
education and the Bachelor’s Programme in computer science in the University of Helsinki.
The chapter is finished with a look into the major computer science curricula iterations
in the University of Helsinki during the time period of 2010 to 2021. It should be noted
that the information presented in this chapter is intended to be contextual background
information and for scoping reasons there is no deep analysis of curriculum contents and
educational decisions that might have affected certain changes or differences in content.

2.1 Related work

Relevant previous research on study success and study paths in computer science in the
University of Helsinki has in the last years focused mainly on different outlooks on program-
ming, programming courses and student admission through the Open University paths of
admission. The Open University admission paths are explained in more detail in section
2.5. Papers concerning study paths and success of most interest from the point of view of
this thesis are related to student admission. Leinonen et al. [23] studied study success of
students admitted through the MOOC admission path and concluded that the students
perform better in their computer science studies and have a slightly better percentage for
completion of studies. Pirttinen et al. [32] conducted a similar study, focusing on students
admitted through the DEFA admission route. They concluded that students in their focus
group completed more credits and showed better success in their studies when compared
to students admitted through other routes. Both of the aforementioned studies note that
student motivation can be perceived to be higher than in more traditionally admitted stu-
dents. Other studies functioned as interesting contextual information, but are not directly
related to the research questions presented in this thesis. Among others, Pass Rates in
Introductory Programming by Simon et al. [37] and student retention studies by Barker et
al. [2, 3] provided valuable context from the point of view of student retention, educational
sciences and reasoning that explain in their own right the phenomena discovered.

Research originating from foreign universities is more abundant and provide valuable ad-
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ditional context in regards of understanding the phenomena presented in this thesis. Es-
pecially in general educational topics like student motivation as researched by Williams &
Williams [45] and Mitchell et al. [28] show that challenging but simultaneously rewarding
course contents that reinforce feelings of personal achievement combined with flexibility
lead to better student motivation. Student motivation in general and in specific areas of
study is a field with an adequate amount of research, but due to the lack of qualitative
reference studies that would tie the general motivation related phenomena to the computer
science programmes in the University of Helsinki there are limitations that affect their use.
The specific limitations are later discussed in section 6.1.

Broadening the research to cover faculties other than computer science, slightly more
relevant research can be found. Lindblom et al. [24], Hailikari et al. [15, 16] and Määttä [26]
have quite recently conducted research on student motivation and study path choices
in students studying humanities and law in the University of Helsinki. These studies
provide an interesting qualitative point of view into student motivation and the results
are most likely partly applicable to computer science students. These studies conclude that
a student’s own choices in how they approach both study and university life in general
has a noticeable effect on the study paths and study success. Outside these studies there
is only a limited amount of research that would be directly applicable to computer science
studies in the University of Helsinki. Valuable additional context can mostly be drawn from
publications in educational sciences or official statistics published by Statistics Finland and
the Ministry of Education. The scoping of this thesis prevents a deep look into educational
theory, rendering most additional context redundant before a more focused study into the
topic of educational methods in computer science education is done.

2.2 Study success factors

Understanding why some students succeed in their studies and some do not is a com-
plex and multidimensional topic that spans from curricula, educational methods and pro-
gramme design to subjective factors like prior studies, academic affinity and personal life
situations. It is almost impossible to build a comprehensive picture of student success
that would satisfactorily explain the plethora of different combinations of unrelated fac-
tors that might or might not lead to either success or failure. Even framing the question
to only cover CS studies in the University of Helsinki it is challenging to discuss student
success based only on numbers and assumed success factors, as without accompanying
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longitudinal qualitative research the context is inherently superficial. Some studies, for
example Lindblom et al. [24], have covered individual study success factors in first year
students through interviews, but due to small sample sizes, different faculties and contex-
tual differences the results cannot be generalized to cover a long-time view on CS studies.
However, individual success factors that are thought to affect study success in a positive
manner have been widely studied and using these factors it is possible to both facilitate
and predict study success in groups of students. Fowler and Boylan [13] categorize these
factors to academic and nonacademic success factors, which is a good enough distinction
to be used in this thesis. Socioeconomic status and related external factors, such as family
income and parent’s educational attainment have an effect on study success. The official
statistical organization of Finland, Statistics Finland, shows that a parent’s educational
level greatly affects the child’s choices and thus the educational level and academic skills
they have [18, 40]. With the inclination towards academic studies being to some extent
hereditary it is hard to quantify how specific factors affect specific students. Completely
covering study success factors is outside the scope of this thesis, so the focus is on factors
that can be considered to be most relevant from a generalized point of view.

Non-academic success factors are the larger group of factors, consisting of among others
subjective factors, personal skills, social support and motivation [13, 25]. Nonacademic
factors could be framed as the complete framework of personal, interpersonal, social and
motivational factors that together form the basis for student success. These factors can
be divided into risk factors and success factors depending on whether they have negative
or positive effects on success. Risk factors as categorized by Horton [19] can be further
divided into two distinct categories, behavioral risks and environmental risks, where be-
havioral risks are factors that are dependent on the choices and behaviors exerted by the
individual student and environmental risks the outside factors that affect success. Ex-
amples of behavioral risks are lack of self-discipline, procrastination, irresponsibility, lack
of motivation, bad study practices, insecurity and fear of failure. Environmental risks
contain background characteristics, such as minority status, academic unpreparedness,
history of failure, language barriers, financial considerations, lack of advisory services and
workforce issues among others. In addition, individual characteristics can be a risk factor.
Individual characteristics include for example learning and physical disabilities, unrealistic
goals, social skills, negative social networks and attitude issues. Individual characteristics
are closely linked to behavioral risks, but are different enough to be considered to be a
separate category of risk factors [19]. Success factors are in many cases the inverse of the
risk factors, meaning that by mitigating a risk factor by addressing the underlying issue
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it is possible to turn the factor into a success factor. The above factors have been shown
to affect student retention and success in a major way [13, 19, 25] and are applicable to
University of Helsinki students, though individual environmental factors like the financial
costs of degrees might not be relevant. In addition, some behaviors and skills might trans-
late to study success in CS studies. Studies by Byrne and Lyons [5] and Boyle et al. [4]
show that academic skills, preparedness and applicable cognitive skills translate to study
success to some degree, though conclusive results cannot be drawn. Some of the possible
nonacademic success factors that are relevant to this thesis are discussed later in section
4.3.

Academic success factors are related to things that are specifically academic in nature.
Lotowski et al. [25] classify ACT assessment scores and high school GPA to be purely
academic success factors, though both of these factors are a composite of nonacademic
factors that have their roots in academic topics, such as academic goals, motivation,
skills and self-confidence. While it is debatable whether these factors should also be
classified as academic factors, the academic success factors in this context are numerically
quantifiable values and the nonacademic success factors are more qualitative phenomena.
That being said, academic success factors allow for certain predictions about student
success using statistical methods. It is more likely that students with a stronger GPA and
a history of academic success also succeed in tertiary level studies, though study success
is a combination of both academic and nonacademic success factors [25]. Prior academic
success alone does not directly translate to success in Bachelor studies and prior studies
have also shown that for example strong background in math does not necessarily indicate
direct success in CS studies [4].

The background material for this thesis consists of student records that allows for calcula-
tion of GPAs and numerical analysis. The extent of success factors that can be derived is
limited to academic success factors in the context of GPA during Bachelors studies. This
limitation should be taken into consideration when looking at the study paths and GPAs
associated with them, as they represent the quantifiable numerical truth but do not take
into consideration possible nonacademic factors that affect the results. Some factors, such
as the effect of remote learning versus classroom instruction cannot be taken into account
as the base data does not indicate which method of course participation each course has
had. A study by Yukselturk and Bulut [47] shows that there are partly different success
factors that lead to success in online education, adding another layer of complexity into
study success analysis. The differences in remote and on-site learning in relation to reten-
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tion and study success would be an interesting additional research topic, considering the
ubiquitousness of online and MOOC learning in today’s curriculum.

2.3 Understanding study paths

To properly contextualize the results presented later in chapter 5, a look into the concept
of study paths and educational options is required. The starting point is the definition of
the abstract concept of a study path. The term has multiple meanings and is commonly
used to refer to e.g. collections of courses by a common theme, different course options
and flows inside curricula and the complete study experience including both of the former
combined with extracurricular activities and other personal experiences [24, 26]. It has
been shown that study paths leading to more successful studies are often a combination
of course choices that complement students’ personal interests and motivation, personal
factors like academic motivation and goals and an environment that both enables and
preserves a positive outlook to studies [15, 16]. Professionalism and educational skills in
teaching has also been noted as a success factor in study paths [26]. This observation
is important, as the changing course structures and shift to more self-guided methods of
study such as MOOC’s and other self-paced online courses might affect study paths from
the success side in addition to the more obvious pacing and structure of studies. Measuring
study success between primarily distance learning students and on-site students would be
an interesting research topic in the context of this thesis, but as the base data does not
explicitly indicate the methods of study for each student and course completion - such
comparisons cannot be reliably drawn.

In this thesis the focus is on course completions inside a curriculum as the lack of quali-
tative studies into personal factors as noted in the prior section 2.2 severely limits a more
complete analysis of different study paths. While we do not know why students chose to
complete courses in a certain order, the data could be used to model different study paths
as orders of course completion. Modeling study paths as course completion orders and
the statistical distributions with median completion points gives valuable insight into how
course completion changes between admission years, curricula and the subgroups of stu-
dents. The aim of the modeling was to provide insight into how course completion times
differ between groups of students and if those results can be tied to specific subgroups of
students. Understanding the potential shifting of course completion order between both
curricula and student subgroups is valuable in curriculum design as such phenomena have
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not, as far as I know, been modeled before. The visualization of study path shifts pre-
sented in chapter 4.2 is a novel representation in the context of computer science studies
in Finland.

2.4 Motivation and Research Questions

As stated in the introduction, research into this specific subtopic of computer science
education remains comparatively scarce. Recent research has focused on more focused
topics, aiming to extensively study smaller phenomena in great detail. Understanding
how students approach the education, choose to complete courses and succeed in them
is of paramount importance to future curriculum design and educational considerations
within the Bachelor’s Programme in Computer Science. To properly address the topic, a
sufficiently large sample set from both a temporal and a quantitative perspective was re-
quired. Taking a historical view into study paths and study success is required to properly
understand they have evolved during the years, leading to more recent results relevant to
the current curriculum. Overall, the main motivation was to do basic research that would
result in information that is both new and has real world applications. Discovering new
topics of research that could later be expanded and providing a base for future study was
another major motivator. The multi-disciplinary considerations in educational theory, ad-
vances in both curriculum and day-to-day education design are exciting possibilities that
could lead to improvements in computer science education as a whole and in the University
of Helsinki.

Fortunately, the University of Helsinki has kept digital digital student records that could
be used for this kind of research. From the beginning it was clear that this area of study
would be challenging and scoping the research into a thesis scale would be hard to do
without omitting topics that would contextualize the results. In this light, I decided
to focus on a more high-level research approach to form a knowledge base that could
later function as a starting point for more specific studies into the phenomena discovered
in my thesis. This means that general educational theories, their localized applications
and benchmarks between educational styles and differences in yearly course iterations are
scoped out, as are more practical reasonings in particular curriculum design, reasonings
for study paths patterns and analysis of offending factors outside a general level. To
explore different study paths more comprehensively, I had to look into yearly curriculum
design and suggested study paths for new students, completion data between courses and
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key statistical distributions. Prior studies in related topics, such as admission and study
success research in MOOC students by Leinonen et al. [23] and study success research in
DEFA students by Pirttinen et al. [32] provided valuable context, though general admission
and study success statistics are not the main focus of this thesis.

My three research questions are as follows:

RQ1. Do students follow the suggested study paths?

RQ2. How do students in the student groups complete courses?

RQ3. How does study success in the study paths differ between the student
groups?

The three research questions are equally important to this thesis. Answering RQ1 through
the data provides important information about possible discrepancies between expecta-
tions set by the university and the actual study paths taken by the students. This infor-
mation is very important from the point of view of curriculum design. Finding the right
materials to answer RQ1 required searching for old curricula guidebooks and suggested
study paths from internal university sources. These materials were scanned and added as
appendix, as they are no longer available from public sources. Answering RQ2 is equally
important, as answering it provides a more focused view into what kinds of study paths
students choose. Following RQ2, RQ3 is required to establish actual study success dif-
ferences between students groups and finding out if there are differences that could be
amounted to choosing different study paths. Combined, these three research questions
provide valuable information for future curriculum planning and programme design.

2.5 Computer science education in the University of
Helsinki

Computer science education in the University of Helsinki has been available since 1967 [41],
evolving over the years with expanding education, quality programmes and research pro-
grammes. The education follows a common pattern of offering a Bachelor’s Programme,
Master’s Programmes with different areas of specialization and a Doctoral Programme.
As is usual in Finland students generally apply to both the Bachelor’s and Master’s pro-
grammes jointly, gaining study rights to both programmes simultaneously - though a
completed Bachelor’s degree is a prerequisite to a Master’s degree. A Bachelor’s degree
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consists of 180 ECTS (European Credit Transfer And Accumulation System) credits worth
of compulsory and elective studies culminating in a scientifical capstone project and a
Master’s degree consists of 120 ECTS credits also culminating in a larger scientifical the-
sis project. The Finnish government has set a three-year target time for graduation for
a Bachelor’s degree and a two-year target time for a Master’s degree. For a Bachelor’s
degree completion should happen within a year of the target time, while for a Master’s
degree a similar limit of four years is given. [8] As of 2021, students can be absent from
their studies for one academic year of two terms - two academic years or four terms before
2015, maternity or paternity leave or military service without the absence counting to-
wards study time limits [8]. These absences do not need to be consecutive, meaning that
students it is possible for students to take one term off for personal reasons. The possibil-
ities for absence are important in relation to personal curricula more closely examined in
chapter 4.2.

In this thesis the focus is on the Bachelor’s Programme. The current Bachelor’s Pro-
gramme consists of compulsory and elective studies in computer science, a 25 ECTS credit
set of either mathematical or method studies, language studies, a set of elective studies
that can be outside the field of computer science and a capstone project. The content of
the programme receives minor updates yearly with larger overhauls happening infrequently
mostly due to changing University requirements. In addition to the traditional computer
science programme offered by the Department of Computer Science, the Faculty of Science
offers a joint Bachelor’s Programme in Science that incorporates mathematics, physics,
chemistry and computer science. While the joint programme contains partly shared con-
tent and graduates can apply for Master’s Programmes in traditional computer science, it
should not be confused with the dedicated programme offered by the Department of Com-
puter Science and this thesis is strictly related to the latter. Curriculum design and the
educational content of computer science studies in the Bachelor’s Programme is outlined
in more detail in section 2.6 and appendices A and B.

In addition to courses offered exclusively to degree students, a variety of Open University,
DEFA, FMSEI and MOOC courses have been available to degree students in all pro-
grammes across all faculties and non-degree students. DEFA stands for Digital Education
For All, which is a national joint venture encompassing multiple universities offering first-
year studies in computer science and other fields to anyone and anywhere. Courses offered
by DEFA contained most of the first-year studies required by the Bachelor’s Degree and
credits attained are directly usable towards a degree should the student have or attain a
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study right to the programme. Many of the DEFA courses were MOOCs (Massive Online
Open Course), constituting a slight paradigm shift from traditional lecture-based educa-
tion to either time gated or self-paced online education. FMSEI [10] is a project by the
University of Helsinki that aims to provide further education in skills relevant to modern
work environment both professionals and other interested attendees. The courses offered
through the FMSEI project form a different set of courses with some overlap with DEFA,
further increasing the amount of available Open University courses. DEFA originally
started as a pilot project during the academic year 2018 - 2019 with its latest iteration
finishing at the end of 2021. No official information on the continuation of DEFA as a
way of either taking courses or as a path of student intake is available as of writing this
thesis. DEFA is a relevant factor in more recent studies and study paths, as we will later
discover in chapters 4.1 and 4.2.

The main methods of student intake in the time frame of this thesis are high school ma-
triculation examination results, entrance examinations, the Open University path, MOOC
intake since 2012 [23] and most recently DEFA intake between 2018 and 2021. Since the
changes in general University wide in admission policies in 2016, students with no prior
study rights in other degree programmes are greatly favored. The number of reserved spots
for first time students mainly affects the traditional paths of matriculation examination
results and entrance examinations. Good matriculation examination results in certain
subjects can grant the student an automatic admission. In the recent years automatic
admission through the matriculation examination has become the largest intake method,
as changes to the general tertiary education admission standards [9] greatly favor admis-
sion through this method. Entrance examinations used to form the largest part of student
intake prior to the aforementioned changes and the same examination is shared between
multiple universities, meaning that students can state their preferred places of study in the
order of interest and take the same examination. Traditionally the Bachelor’s Programme
in the University of Helsinki has had the highest score requirements for admission. The
Open University path requires students to complete 25 ECTS credits worth of basic stud-
ies in computer science with a GPA of 3.5/5 to apply for admission [32]. To be eligible for
MOOC intake students must complete 90% of the assignments on two timed programming
courses to be invited into a separate MOOC entrance examination [23]. From this exam-
ination 50 best students are given study rights to the degree programme annually [23].
The MOOC path has been discontinued for the application year 2021. The newest path
of student intake was the DEFA intake. To have gained admission through the DEFA
path, a student had to complete from 50 to 60 ECTS credits worth of studies in a year
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from the available DEFA courses. These studies had to include 25 ECTS credits of basic
studies in computer science and 5 ECTS credits of compulsory mathematics. [32] While
DEFA can be considered to be an extension of the Open University path, there is was no
average GPA requirement. According to the intake statistics provided in prior research by
Leinonen et al. [23] and Pirttinen et al. [32], between 150 to 200 students gain study rights
through traditional methods, 50 by MOOC admission, around 20 to 30 students by the
Open University path, though there has been a rise in admissions during the last few years
and just under 20 students through the DEFA path. The admission statistics illustrate
that there have been multiple ways to gain study rights and new students have started
with very diverse backgrounds. The same starting group of students might have included
students with up to 60 ECTS credits worth of DEFA, FMSEI and Open University studies
and straight out of high school students with no prior studies.

2.6 The University of Helsinki computer science cur-
ricula

The University of Helsinki Computer science curricula have been affected to varying de-
grees by the joint ACM and IEEE computer science curricula, a brief explanation of
which has been added as appendix B. The University of Helsinki curricula have in part
evolved independently from the guidelines, but are mostly comparable in content to the
ACM/IEEE join curricula. While the latest full release of the ACM and IEEE curricu-
lum is from 2013 [11], a major structural update in the University of Helsinki Bachelor’s
programme and by extension the computer science curriculum happened in 2017. This
warranted a contentual split to pre-2017 and post-2017 curricula, aptly named "the old
curricula" and "the new curricula". These brief explanations also function as crucial back-
ground information in how the programme is designed, in contrast to the study path
exploration done later in section 4.2.

The materials covering the old curricula used between 2008 and 2017 were found out
to be scarce. The online resources that once provided information to the students have
either been removed or have vanished during various migrations to new sites. While some
sources remain, a complete collection of materials to be used as reference was impossible to
build. Official curriculum guidebooks exist only as singular physical copies archived by the
education coordinators of the Department of Computer Science and only in their Finnish
language forms. Scans of these documents are provided in appendix A. Other additional
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materials, such as those that have possibly been handed out to new students and functioned
as additional material to the official guidebooks, could not be traced and are most likely
lost in time. The lack of additional materials raises a slight validity issue, as guidebooks
for academic years between 2008 and 2012 contained detailed sample schedules for studies
accompanied with a suggested timeline of completion. These schedule examples can be
seen in figures A.2, A.3, A.5 and A.6. The following guidebooks for academic years between
2012 and 2016 omit these materials and focus on the course content and general student
information, with the sample schedules having been distributed as separate documents.
As these resources are no longer available, it is impossible to verify whether the suggested
timelines and schedules have changed between 2012 and 2016. More obvious changes, such
as changing course codes, splitting or combining of courses and inclusion of new courses
have been individually accounted for in the figures later in sections 4.1 and 4.2.

A prerequisite system shown in figures A.3 and A.6 gives students a clear path of pro-
gression through the compulsory courses through the suggested three years of study time.
The same prerequisite system was in effect until 2017 with minor course changes. The
system follows a path starting from introduction to programming and branching out to
different advanced topics, for example basics of software engineering leading to different
individual projects and culminating in a larger software engineering project completed by
a group of students. This progression system ensures that certain basic skills and knowl-
edge is attained before moving further into more advanced topics. The charts show only
computer science prerequisites though, some courses may have had suggested prerequi-
sites in Mathematics or Statistics. For example, figure A.3 shows Introduction to Discrete
Mathematics as a suggested prerequisite to Data Structures and Introduction to Databases.
While this prerequisite is not shown in figure A.6, the same suggestion remained through
the following curricula.

The general outline of the new, post 2017 curricula in the new Bachelor’s programme is
in essence similar to the prior curricula. The base structure of studies is identical and
the compulsory courses required to complete the programme are for the most part the
same. The most noteworthy changes in course structure are the ECTS credits rewarded
for completion. Comparing for example the structures for admission years 2010 to 2012
shown in figure A.4 and 2014 to 2016 in figure A.10 to the newest course structure [33],
it is apparent that the courses currently have a more uniform structure of 5 ECTS credits
per course for a period of study. The older course structures show a wider range of credits
awarded and longer courses. More recent changes include splitting the formerly 10 ECTS
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and two study period Data Structures and Algorithms course into two independent 5 ECTS
courses. A wider array of both educational and completion methods is also utilized, giving
some courses multiple paths of completion through among others lecture based study,
MOOC’s and self-paced individual study without formal examinations. Naturally the
course offering and course content has evolved during the years, with outdated ones being
replaced with more up to date courses relevant to modern computer science. This change
mostly affects optional courses though and the compulsory core educational content is
more or less the same.

The major differences between the old and new curricula are the introduction and incor-
poration of alternative admission routes, emphasis on flexibility through booth the Open
University and changes in educational methods. The alternative admission routes and
freely available courses discussed earlier in section 2.5 greatly diversifies the student mate-
rial admitted to the programme. Students can have in some cases up to 60 ECTS credits
completed prior to admission, forcing the students to pick more challenging courses and to
plan very different personal study paths compared to the students that are admitted with-
out prior studies. These students could be considered to be like transfer students, who are
moving from a very different style of studying to another. Studies by Laanan [22, 34] and
Kwik et al. [21] show that transfer students can have more difficulties in adjusting to their
new university as degree students. As far as publicly available materials reveal, there is no
special onboarding path for students admitted through the new admission paths. Kwik et
al. [21] also note that transfer students show lower GPA’s than their non-transfer peers,
but that result is contradictory to the results shown by Leinonen et al. [23] and the results
found in this thesis introduced later in chapter 4.1. Regardless, the more academically
diverse student material offers new challenges to curriculum design.

On a general level the curricula adhere to the principles of CS2008 and CS2013, covering
most if not all of the knowledge areas with multiple knowledge areas being present in
some courses. The compulsory basic studies consisting of introductions to programming,
databases, theoretical computer science and basics of software engineering cover 25 ECTS
credits. Advanced studies, of which some are compulsory and some elective, cover 61 to
63 ECTS credits. With a single ECTS credit equating to approximately 27 hours of study
the minimum amount of calculatory total study hours devoted to various computer science
studies varies between 2322 and 2403 hours. This number includes both the instructional
hours and individual work hours. While the number of instructional hours varies from
course to course with the students also having an option to complete courses with separate
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examinations, it can be assumed that the minimum hours specified by CS2008 and CS2013
are achieved within the curricula. Compulsory courses in both basic and advanced studies
contain topics from all of the core knowledge areas with elective courses widening the
possibilities of specializations in certain areas. There are no major deviations from the
spirit and principles of either CS2008 or CS2013 that would warrant further exploration.
The additional flexibility through optional completion paths and more widely available
courses moves the new curricula closer to the philosophy of broader knowledge sets with
students choosing courses that interest them instead of a rigid and forced curriculum. The
new programme has also introduced courses that reflect new and trending technologies, like
the Full Stack Open course andDevOps with Docker courses to name a few. The splitting of
larger courses into equal parts and unifying the credit hour requirements between courses is
also as a move closer to the CS2013 principle of managing the size of essential knowledge.



3 Data, methodology and student groups

In this chapter I explain the data set used in this thesis and how I decided to approach
the data. The first section gives a short introduction to the data set used. The second
section discusses the methodology of statistical analysis and data visualization related to
the thesis. The third, fourth, fifth and sixth sections outline the student groups chosen for
further analysis. In the final section I present the more fine-grained subgroups within the
student groups that allowed for more in-depth analysis of study paths and comparison of
student success.

3.1 The data set

The data set used in this thesis consisted of student records between the years 2010 and
2020. The data was polled from the university systems in a raw format. Student iden-
tification numbers were pseudonymized before the data was handed over and could not
be directly linked back to the real student, though individual students might have been
recognizable should one have known the exact courses and grades attained by that spe-
cific student. Complete anonymization of the data was not possible due to individual row
level data being required to explore study paths and study success. The main data con-
tent was delivered in two separate files, one with student information complete with the
pseudonymized student identification, the programme they studied in, date of admission
and whether the student has graduated or not. The second file contained course informa-
tion with the pseudonymized student identification, course code, date of completion, grade
and type of accomplishment. Supplementary files containing course information for the
course codes were also supplied. In total, the data set contained 997 students who have
started their studies with the new curriculum, 872 students who have started their studies
with the old curriculum and have either graduated or paused their studies as so that they
have not gained studying rights to the new curriculum and 536 students that have started
studying with the old curriculum but have later transitioned to the new curriculum. The
data set also contained 103 401 rows of course credit information, course information for
466 courses in the new curriculum and 3130 courses in the old curriculum.
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3.2 Data analysis and visualization

The major methodological considerations in this thesis were related to data analysis and
visualization. The first consideration was the implementation of research in educational
sciences to the field of computer science education and more specifically their use as
interpretative contextualization of phenomena discovered by other methods of research.
The second consideration was the statistical analysis and interpretation of data to discover
study success, differences between student groups and other distributions that provide
additional insight into the research questions. The final consideration was the visualization
of data to sufficiently convey differences in study paths between student groups while
taking into account curricular differences and other factors that might affect the clarity of
the visualization methods. The limitations in these methods are discussed later in section
6.1.

Finding the relevant statistical distributions, means and significant comparisons between
groups of students was one of the most important tasks to be tackled in this thesis.
Statistical methods were directly required to answer both RQ1 and RQ3 - and to provide
important context to the later discussions and conclusions about the insights found in this
thesis. For RQ1, there was a need to eliminate sets of students from existing data sets
through certain conditions while for RQ3 a need for more standard statistical methods to
find key figures of study success. The most significant choices were the statistical methods
to be used with the data. With a plethora of possible statistical methods suitable for
use, a large emphasis on understanding the data and results relevant to the research
questions was required. Descriptive statistics played a key role in understanding the
most important summarizations of both the data as a whole and the multiple subgroups
of students that formed their own subsets of data. Using mostly methods central to
descriptive statistics like averages, minimums, maximums, correlations and deviations [12],
the key statistical values for comparisons in study success and important general context
like the graduation rates were found. Simple bar charts were also used to visualize notable
key distributions. Considering the more high-level scope of this thesis, application of
more advanced statistical methods was not deemed necessary. That being noted, further
research would certainly warrant the use of other statistical methods, such as time-scaled
correlations between students of different admission years, variability of grades within
certain courses or even probability distribution changes between the programmes.

The visualization of study paths formed another significant part of this thesis. To properly
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answer RQ2 in an understandable manner, visualization of the study paths was deemed
neccessary. The aim of using visualization to complement statistical results is to offer
further insights and present data in a way that is both clearer and more understandable
than simple numerical statistical data [42]. This high-level goal itself does not warrant
visualization however, utilizing visualizations is also dependent on the use case and the
value of the data being represented. Visualizing study paths through course orders is very
challenging. Students tend to not complete courses outside the very basic courses in a
logical order, as we later discover in chapter 4.2. With a sufficiently large data set with an
even larger variety of possible course combinations, visualizing the study paths as Sankey
and similar common visualization styles led to poor results. This was consistent with
the insights provided by an earlier student group that tried visualizing similar data as a
course project. Finding a balance of simplicity and conveyed information on a challenging
data set was found through explorative visualization and a trial-and-error method. A
satisfactory visualization style ended up requiring normalization of the data from dates as
comparison attributes to integer values between admission dates and course completion
dates. This allowed visualization through standard statistical plotting familiar to most
readers. The use of boxplots was a logical choice to visualize differences between groups of
students and their respective study paths and complement the statistical methods used,
as standard deviations and distributions are important in descriptive statistics.

Incorporating multidisciplinary topics without the possibility of referring to relevant re-
search conducted with similar research paradigms is challenging. Computer science ed-
ucation research in the University of Helsinki has been focused on other topics and no
large scale studies have been conducted relating to study paths. Research in study success
and specific admission routes has been done, with that research forming most the theo-
retical background on which many of the results in this thesis stand on. The theoretical
background was expanded to foreign research after the formation of the base theoretical
background from research conducted in Finnish universities. However, due to the doubts
in comparability in foreign research, a major literature review would not have served its
common purpose. This ultimately led to the usage of foreign research as supportive mate-
rial that functions as possible explanations and clues on interesting approaches to future
research within the University of Helsinki. The articles used were chosen both due to their
generalist nature and relevance to all of the research questions.
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3.3 Identifying student groups

To better understand the differences in study success and personal curricula for individual
students, certain divisions within the data were made. The major curriculum changes in
2017 warrant a general division to two student groups. Focus group A thus consists of
students that started studying under the new curriculum and student group B of students
that started studying under the old curriculum, but have either graduated or dropped out
without receiving study rights to the new programme. This distinction is important due
to students having had the ability to either graduate from the old programme or move over
to the new programme and continue their studies there. These curriculum transitioners
have been separated to a third student group C.

The division to three student groups allows comparisons in how students have chosen
their study paths in two distinct curriculum styles. Adding a third group that contains
the curriculum transitioners to the comparison aimed to give some clues how the transition
between programmes has affected study paths and success. Certain limitations do apply
though, as later outlined in subsection 3.3.3. To complement general information provided
by the larger curriculum-based student groups, a further division to specific subgroups was
made. These subgroups are shared by all of the main student groups with the aim of giving
more precise insight into the differences in study choices between curricula.

3.3.1 Group A: new curriculum, 2017 -

The first major student group consists of students that have only attained study rights
for the Bachelor’s programme modeled with the new curriculum for the academic year
of 2017-2018. While the available courses and structure of studies looks quite similar on
the surface compared to structures relevant to the curriculum followed by the students
prior to 2017, there are major differences that warranted splitting this group from the
other groups. The most obvious differences are changes in course content and structure,
major changes in the ways a course credit can be attained, new and updated courses that
better reflect current trends in the field of computer science and differences in student
admission, as described earlier in section 2.5. The group can be considered to be a little
more homogenous in terms of available courses and course content compared to the other
student groups. Only a few major course content overhauls have occurred during the
relatively short period of time since the introduction of the new curriculum.
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Students in the new curriculum group contain students that have had an easier access to
freely available Open University and DEFA studies and as we later find out in section 4.1.1,
almost half of the students in this student group have attained credits in CS courses before
attaining study rights to the programme. With the number of studies prior to attaining
studying rights ranging from singular courses to DEFA students with 50-60 ECTS credits
worth of studies, there is a larger variance in prior student knowledge in CS compared to
the other student groups. The variance in prior knowledge combined with a modernized
and more flexible curriculum is a possible cause for differing study paths compared to
the other student groups. These study path choices are interesting in relation to study
success and the subgroups introduced later in subsection 3.3.4. These points make this
group interesting and combined with prior findings like better student retention and study
success in both MOOC [23] and DEFA [32] admitted students, there is a motivation to
examine the students in this group as a separate student group.

3.3.2 Group B: old curriculum, 2010 - 2017

The second major student group consists of students that had study rights to the Bachelor’s
programme based on the old curriculum and who have either graduated or dropped out
from their studies without attaining study rights to the new programme. The distinction
of either graduating or dropping out can be concluded by the term limitations described
earlier in section 2.5, as the last students in the old curriculum were admitted in 2016
and reached term limitations during the academic year 2020 - 2021. Students who were
admitted during the old curriculum and have since transitioned to the new curriculum
have been separated to another student group discussed in detail in the following section.

As the student group spans a larger time, students in the student group were exposed
to a larger variety of courses and changes in content. With the rapid development of
both software development tools and the general IT landscape, it is clear that students
who started in 2010 have faced a different approach to e.g. programming than students
who started relatively recently in 2016. While the basics of computer science education,
programming and mathematics have remained the same, the general approach to educa-
tion with for example MOOC’s, DEFA, evolving educational methods, additional course
completion methods and co-operation with the IT-industry lead to a very different overall
study environment between curricula. Contentual overhauls happen gradually, with stu-
dents mixing updated courses with older courses until at some point the older courses are
batched out in favor of the updated courses. The gradual change is less dramatic than
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major changes in programmes, even if old and new programmes tend to run in parallel
until students in the old programme either graduate or switch programmes.

3.3.3 Group C: transitioners

The third and final student group contains the students that have attained study rights
to both the old and new curricula. For the purpose of this thesis, these students are
called transitioners. There are two distinct groups of students within, students who have
switched programmes organically by either their own voluntary decision or by adminis-
trative decisions and students who have reached term limitations earlier during the old
curriculum and have later gained study rights to the new programme by applying for ex-
tension with a detailed study plan [38], after which the student would gain study rights
to the newer programme as the older programme has been phased out.

The students in this student group form an interesting mix of varying study paths and
courses. Depending on the point of transition between curricula, the students could have
incorporated both old and new studies to their degrees and possibly have had to retake
courses depending on whether the credits are transferable to the new curriculum. The
students thus cannot be considered to be part of either of the two other student groups
and require their own group to differentiate from the more uniform groups. For certain
points, such as graduation rates and retention the students in this group complement
results in the old curriculum group, as curriculum transitions do not change their original
admission date nor does the transition extend term limitations. In other topics like the
prevalence of Open University studies, the students might complement the new curriculum
group. In this light, separating transitioners from the uniform programme-based groups
leads to the two other groups better representing the students in the context of this thesis
and also forms an interesting reference group that could provide some basic insight into
effects of major programme overhauls to study success and study paths.

It is important to note that the factors that lead to students being forced to transition
programmes, as in them not being able to graduate within their own programme even if
such option would be present, cannot be explored in the context of this thesis. Student
absenteeism in addition to unique factors such as mandatory military service, parental
leaves, entering the workforce and plain dropping out due to other reasons have not been
studied in the context of computer science education. For example, entering the workforce
or working full time during studies is noted to affect completion of studies on time in
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a negative way in a study done by the Finnish Ministry of Culture and Education [43].
Working while studying is also considered by many students to be a factor that delays
studies [1] and taking into account the good job prospects in the IT field, it is more than
likely that this is one of the factors that cause delays and programme transitions. However,
more research into these factors and reasons for dropping out of studies is needed before
they can be satisfactorily taken into account.

3.3.4 Further groupings

To gain better insight into the student groups explained in prior subsections, a further
division into subgroups of interest was devised. The subgroups graduated students, all
students, students with a large amount of Open University studies and students with a
large amount of mathematics studies. These subgroups are student groups relevant to RQ2
and were prechosen to function as rough generalizations of common study paths. While
further divisions and even equally important subgroups could no doubt be identified, in
the scope of this thesis these four subgroups are sufficient to yield meaningful results.

The graduated student’s subgroup contains students that have graduated and it is also
a subset of the all students subgroup. The reason of including both graduated and all
students is the fact that the graduation rates within the old curriculum group are much
larger than in the new programme group. While the results in graduated students espe-
cially in the old curriculum group might not be very conclusive, adding non-graduated
students allows for a more comprehensive look into the differences between the old and
new curriculum groups. While looking at graduated students to establish patterns that
led to a degree is important, due to somewhat poor graduation rates as shown later in
table 4.1 and figure 4.1, it is also interesting to explore patterns in non-graduated students.
Student retention in the transitioners group is of special interest in these two subgroups,
as it will most likely show whether the transition has caused deviation in study paths
compared to their peers in the old curriculum group.

The first special interest subgroup is students with large amounts of Open University
studies. A large number of studies is considered to be over 25 ECTS credits worth of
studies, with Open University studies done prior attaining study rights being accepted as
a part of these studies. The first subgroup stems from prior research results by Leinonen et
al. [23] and Pirttinen et al. [32] that show MOOC and DEFA students having better study
results and retention compared to students admitted by other means. The core objective
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of the first subgroup is to explore whether the same effect can be observed in students that
have done lots of Open University coursework without necessarily being admitted through
MOOC or DEFA and if the effect is present in all of the three student groups.

The final subgroup, students with a large amount of mathematical studies, stems from
the fact that computer science is a mathematical subject in its core and some of the cur-
rently most hyped fields of study, such as AI, Machine Learning and Data Science are
all heavy in mathematical theory. Like in the subgroup dealing with Open University
studies, a large amount is considered to be at least 40 ECTS credits worth of studies.
The increased amount of required credits for this subgroup stems from the fact that all
students are required to complete 25 ECTS worth of mathematical or method sciences
studies. While no prior research in how mathematics correlates to computer science study
success in the University of Helsinki have been done, other research concludes that affinity
and strong background in mathematics has a measurable effect on student success. For
example, Campbell McCabe [6] established a relationship between mathematics and com-
puter science success back in 1984, with more recent studies complementing the results.
For example, Hakkarainen [17] and Wilson [46] noted the positive effect of mathematics in
relation to study success in general. Additionally, Mieskonen [27] and Nunez-Pena [29] in-
dividually confirm the negative effect of poor mathematics skills to general study success.
Concerning course choices, both Sigurdson & Petersen [36] and Whalley et al. [44] estab-
lished that while students feel that mathematics are important in relation to computer
science studies, there were clear adverse reactions to choosing courses that are perceived to
be hard or not directly applicable to computer science studies. Other results do however
exist, e.g. Boyle et al. [4] established that students with a weaker mathematics background
do not have distinct disadvantages in computer science studies. The results might thus be
dependent on individual study paths, as students with weaker mathematics backgrounds
might refrain from picking mathematics heavy courses. Replicating some of these results
by modeling personal study paths would provide a good basis for future research discussed
later in section 5.3.



4 Results

In this chapter I outline key statistical distributions and data visualizations from the
dataset used as the backbone of this thesis. The chapter is divided into two major sections
covering the individual methods followed by a look into possible reasons for the results in
the final section.

4.1 Statistical distributions and study success

In this section I explore the statistical distributions. The first subsection contains a short
look into key distributions between the student groups like graduation rate, distribution
of students and the prevalence of Open University studies in personal study paths. The
following subsections take a more in depth look into the three student groups and the
related key statistical distributions.

4.1.1 Key distributions

To better understand the student groups introduced in section 3.3, a look into some key
distributions is necessary. Firstly, looking at the graduation rates in table 4.1, only 9%
of students in the new curriculum group have graduated, while 53% of students in the
old curriculum group have graduated. Considering that the suggested time to complete
a Bachelor’s degree is three years, the graduated students in the new curriculum group
mostly consists of students that started studying in 2017 and 2018. This is also apparent
when referring to graduates compared to admissions in figure 4.1. 2020 was omitted from
the figure due to no graduations as of yet. Running a simple Pearson’s product-moment
correlation calculation, it is apparent that the graduation rate correlates with the number
of admissions with a correlation coefficient of 0.82 and a p-value of 0.02. The implications
about student retention rates between admitted and graduated students in the figure are
harrowing, though factors such as military service, planned absences, slowing of studies
due to entering the workforce must be taken into account. As explained in section 2.5,
students can use a total of four academic years and one year of absence to complete a
Bachelor’s Degree, meaning that the graduation rates for students that were admitted
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from 2016 onwards may still rise after the data used in this thesis was polled from the
student record system. This topic would certainly warrant further qualitative research into
student retention factors. Within transitioners in the transitioners group the graduation
rate is 15%, which is a low percentage. As the transitioners group consists mostly of
students that were admitted in 2015 and 2016 and those students had the option to
graduate from the old programme or move over to the new programme, this percentage
is in part complementary to the graduation statistics for the old curriculum group. This
is reflected in figure 4.1 showing slightly higher graduation rates for admission years 2015
and 2016.

Student distribution by student group
Group N, graduated N, not graduated
A: New curriculum 88 909
B: Old curriculum 460 412
C: Transitioning students 81 455

Table 4.1: Student distribution by student group
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Figure 4.1: Graduated students per admission year, 2010 - 2019

Another interesting distribution is the number of years of studies between admission and
graduation shown in table 4.2. The years in the table represent the academic year during
which the student has graduated. The results for the transitioners group have been calcu-
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lated between admission to the old programme and graduation from the new programme.
In the new curriculum group, the first students are starting their fifth year of studies as
of the writing of this thesis. From the table it is apparent that while a portion of the stu-
dents graduate in the suggested time frame of 3 to 4 years, a sizable portion stretches their
studies over that to five or even six or more years. This is a fascinating result with some
important implications to student study success, study paths and student retention in the
programmes in general. For some reason students do not graduate in the planned time and
the causes are not deductible from statistical results alone. Some possible explanations
and offending factors are discussed later in section 4.3.

Years of study between admission and graduation
Group 1 2 3 4 5 6+
A 3 19 42 24
B 2 17 84 115 97 145
C 0 1 12 22 23 23

Table 4.2: Years of study between admission and graduation

Looking at the distribution of students with Open University studies in table 4.3, the
number of courses taken during or before studies is heavily skewed in favor of the new
curriculum group. Of these students, 72% have completed one more course compared to
only 16% of students in the old curriculum group. This is most likely due to Open Uni-
versity courses being more widely available and more closely integrated to the curriculum
as explained in section 2.5. For students in the old curriculum group, the availability of
Open University courses has generally been much lower. In the transitioners group, 31%
of students have taken at least one course, which might be explained by the same factor as
with the new curriculum group. This is also apparent as shown in figure 4.2, which shows
that Open University studies have been quite marginal before admission years 2014 and
2015, after which the prevalence of these studies has been steadily rising. Prior to 2014
in the old curriculum group, it is quite likely that primarily students who were admitted
through the Open University admission path have Open University studies, while in the
new curriculum group students with no Open University studies are rarer.
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Students with Open University studies
Group No studies One or more courses
A: New curriculum 284 713
B: Old curriculum 731 141
C: Transitioning students 368 168

Table 4.3: Students with Open University studies
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Figure 4.2: Number of students with Open University studies by admission year

Referring back to section 2.5 another key distribution is students with Open University
studies in computer science prior to obtaining right to study. This distribution is shown
in table 4.4. In the new curriculum group, 49% of students have completed at least
one computer science course in the Open University, being consistent with the changed
student intake methods and larger number of available courses. In the old curriculum
group only 7% of students did the same, which is a low number considering that admission
through Open University studies is not a new concept. In the transitioners group 17%
of students have completed one or more of these courses, but this number also includes
courses that might have been completed while the students had study rights connected
to the old curriculum and that were completed before they transitioned over to the new
curriculum. The percentage for the transitioners group can thus again be considered to be
partly complementary to the results for the old curriculum group, but at the same time
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it indicates a similar trend as shown table 4.3 and figure 4.2 about the prevalence and
importance of Open University being higher in the new curriculum.

Students with prior Open University studies in computer science
Group No studies One or more courses
A: New curriculum 508 489
B: Old curriculum 807 65
C: Transitioning students 444 92

Table 4.4: Students with prior Open University studies in CS

4.1.2 Group A: new curriculum, 2017 -

Starting with the new curriculum group and looking at the distributions by subgroups in
table 4.5, we notice a few interesting facts. The share of students with a large amount of
Open University studies is 23%, which is a comparatively large percentage. It would seem
that additional admission routes and greater availability of Open University courses leads
to students incorporating said courses into their degrees. As noted in the prior section, the
graduation rate remains low and thus the subgroup containing graduated students is also
relatively small. Interestingly, compared to the other major student groups the number of
students with heavy focus on mathematics is clearly lower. This might be explained in part
with changes in curricula, but nevertheless show dwindling interest in picking mathematics
courses. The graduation rates in the subgroups differ from the general graduation rate
of the student group. Of students in the Open University group 10% of students have
graduated, while in the mathematics group the rate is 35%. The implications of the
graduation rates are discussed later in chapter 5.

Students in the new curriculum group by subgroup
Subgroup N, students Percentage of total
Graduated 88 9%
Open University 232 23%
Mathematics 144 14%

Table 4.5: Students in new curriculum group by subgroup
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Looking at the average GPA in all CS studies for the subgroups in table 4.6 the average
GPA is quite high for all of the subgroups. This might be partially explained by some
of the students especially from the more recent admission batches having not yet reached
the more challenging courses. The distribution is likely skewed towards the early courses
and thus cannot be directly compared to the more complete degrees in the other groups.
The reason for a higher GPA for graduated students could be thought to be a result of
more motivated and gifted students graduating, while their peers with absences or delays
lagging behind. The GPA for graduated students will most likely drop with a larger sample
size. It is still noteworthy however that students both in the graduated and mathematics
groups have distinctly higher GPA than other subgroups. These results are in line with the
results from the other groups shown in the next sections. The GPA for Open University
group is also slightly higher compared with all students in the group, but the result is
not as dramatic as in the old curriculum group. The results seem to be in line with the
results in prior studies that indicate better study success in Open University and DEFA
admitted students [23, 32]. This might be explained by the fact that both Open University
studies and admissions through Open University studies are more prevalent in the group
as a whole, leading to a situation where Open University studies is the norm.

GPA in CS studies, new curriculum group by subgroup
Subgroup GPA
All students 4.10
Graduated 4.29
Open University 4.14
Mathematics 4.28

Table 4.6: Average grades in CS studies, new curriculum group by subgroup

4.1.3 Group B: old curriculum, 2010 - 2017

Looking at the subgroups in the old curriculum group in table 4.7, it is noteworthy that
while the percentages of students in the open university and mathematics subgroups look
quite low, the numbers do not represent reality. The numbers should be viewed in com-
bination with the numbers in the transitioners group presented in table 4.9, as it is more
than likely that many of the students divided into the transitioners group are also stu-
dents who for example completed Open University studies before transitioning between
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programmes. The numbers do however indicate that the share of students with a large
amount of Open University studies is generally lower than in the new curriculum group,
which most likely results from the differences between curricula. The results for the Open
University subgroup are as expected. The mathematics subgroup is notably larger than
in group A. This fact can be partly attributed to two known factors, the other being the
possiblity of completing a larger set of mathematics studies as a full minor subject and
some Master’s Programmes either requiring or strongly advising completion of 60 ECTS
credits worth of mathematics studies before admission. These factors might have led to
more students investing in mathematics studies when compared to group A where such re-
quirements and study paths are generally not available. Like in the new curriculum group,
the graduation rates for the subgroup are different from the total graduation rate. Both
in the mathematics group and in the Open University group all students have graduated.
Like with the new curriculum group, the graduation rates are discussed later in chapter 5.

Students in the old curriculum group by subgroup
Subgroup N, students Percentage of total
Graduated 460 53%
Open University 23 3%
Mathematics 270 31%

Table 4.7: Students in the old curriculum group by subgroup

The GPA’s in CS studies presented in table 4.8 are lower than the ones for the new
curriculum group, but as noted earlier, the GPAs in the new curriculum group are likely
skewed towards early courses and have a smaller sample size for completed degrees. In
the old curriculum group, the average GPA for all students and graduated students is
similar, with the GPA in Open University and mathematics subgroups being slightly higher
similarly to the new curriculum group. The result for the Open University subgroup is
in line with prior results by Leinonen et al. [23] that used a sample of students included
in the old curriculum group. The lower GPA in the mathematics subgroup compared to
group A is an interesting find, though might be related to the fact that the GPA’s in group
A are most likely skewed.
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GPA in CS studies, the old curriculum group by subgroup
Subgroup GPA
All students 3.74
Graduated 3.79
Open University 4.01
Mathematics 3.90

Table 4.8: Average grades in CS studies, the old curriculum group by subgroup

4.1.4 Group C: transitioners

The student distribution in the transitioners group illustrated in table 4.9 can be con-
sidered to be partly complementary to both the old and new curriculum groups. From
this point of view, the results themselves are not that interesting as separate percentages.
Taking into account a point made earlier in section 3.3.3 about the group possibly contain-
ing students who have applied for study time extensions due to absences, the percentages
become more meaningful. While the data does not contain information about whether
a student is an earlier absentee or not, it is surprising that the graduation rate in the
group is as low as 15%. This would indicate that taking the effort to transition between
curricula does not result in graduations nearly as much as would be expected. Similarly,
to the other major student groups, the graduation rates for the distinct subgroups differ
from the total graduation rate. Students in the mathematics group have a 35% graduation
rate, while the Open University group has a slightly larger than average graduation rate
of 20%.

Students in the transitioners group by subgroup
Subgroup N, students Percentage of total
Graduated 81 15%
Open University 52 10%
Mathematics 102 20%

Table 4.9: Students in the transitioners group by subgroup

Looking at GPA’s, the averages seem to be lower than in the other major student groups.
The GPA for graduated students is similar to the old curriculum group as expected from
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students who transitioned from that programme, but the GPA’s in all groups are lower.
Whether this is a result of course content, difficulties in adapting to a new curriculum
or from other factors is unknown. The result for the Open University subgroup is not in
line with the results from the old and new curriculum groups, where similar subgroups
have achieved better GPA’s than other subgroups. One factor that could lead to a lower
GPA is hinted at in table 4.2. The table shows that the majority of students in the group
graduate four or more years, which is longer than the suggested time to graduation. It
is possible that lack of practice due to absences or poorer performance caused by limited
study time due to work or other constraints have an effect on the results. That being said,
all of the factors that cause this discrepancy are not present in the data set and finding
the cause of this phenomenon would warrant further research.

GPA in CS studies, the transitioners group by subgroup
Subgroup GPA
All students 3.60
Graduated 3.87
Open University 3.55
Mathematics 3.76

Table 4.10: Average grades in CS studies, the transitioners group by subgroup

4.2 Exploring study paths

The dispersion of data points into a comparatively long timeframe of ten years presented
challenges. As each academic year has slightly different dates for examinations, course
starts and period changes, an easy way of putting different curriculum, admission years and
groups of students to equal terms had to be devised. It would have been a monumental task
to correctly manually model each academic year to take into account possible examination
dates, completion points and for example public holidays that might have affected specific
years. The base data set only contained the dates of completion that might or might not
be representative of a date within a specific period of study. Knowing that the processes
for marking courses as done can differ between courses and individual teachers, it would
have been almost impossible to correctly model each academic year.

Taking these challenges into account, the study paths were modeled by counting the
difference in days between attainment of study rights and course completion. While a
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simple difference between two dates is not an accurate way to present complex study paths,
it is good for visualizing the differences in course completion between both student groups
and subgroups within them. A decision was made to limit the visualization to cover two
years before attainment of study rights to account for possible Open University studies.
An upper bound of six years was chosen to allow inclusion of students with absences and to
account for possible extensions in study right. Course completions outside the eight-year
frame were considered to be large outliers and were omitted from the model. To further
increase the validity of the comparisons, only courses that are part of the compulsory core
curricula for base and intermediate studies were chosen to be visualized.

The data was first collected into database views containing a combination of course records
and the students connected in various student groups and subgroups. The content of the
views were processed with R to add new columns with time difference calculations between
admission dates and course completion dates as integers. It should be noted that small
sample sizes and either very small or very large dispersions can result in misleading plots.
This includes singular data points that manifest as simple lines, large interquartile ranges
that consist of only a few values with a large distance between them and skewed medians
with non-normally distributed sets of values. These kinds of anomalous groupings are
present in the data.

Another challenge was that data for the more recent admission years is still lacking for
some later courses, leading to smaller sample groups in them and most likely skewing the
visualizations. Students admitted in 2020 were completely omitted from the visualiza-
tions, as their course completions are heavily skewed towards early courses. Due to the
curriculum changes in 2017 both course codes and course names were changed, but the
actual content of the courses in most cases did not change. Additional groupings were
made to combine completions with both the old and new course codes. Some courses, like
Software Development Methods, were moved from base studies to intermediate studies and
completely redesigned in manner that renders the new iteration, Software Development
Methods a completely different course. In these cases the completions were not combined.
For the new curriculum and transitioners groups the courses are represented with the new
course names, while for the old curriculum group old names are used. In the following
sections only visualizations that provided value in either comparison with other groups or
unique insights are presented, even though all combinations of subgroups and admission
years were originally drawn.
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4.2.1 Group A: new curriculum, 2017-

Starting with the new curriculum group and looking at non-Open University base courses
in 4.3, we can see that base studies are completed in an uniform fashion. In the case of
Introduction to Computer Science, 93 % of students complete the course in its intended
time. The most surprising find is how the students in the mathematics group have a
much larger distribution in Computer Organization I, as this observation is clearly out
of line from the other groups. The number of students in the Open University -group
that completed the non-Open University version of the same course is also much higher
than in the other base studies, explained by the Open University version of Computer
Organization I being a more recent addition to the course selection. The similarity of
distributions in base courses is expected and from the point of view of study paths, it is
natural that students tend to complete their first courses in similar time frames.

Figure 4.3: Group A: the new curriculum, completion of base courses

Looking at the same non-Open University base studies grouped by admission year in figure
4.4, we see that students tend to complete base studies in the same time through different
admission years. The completions between admission years are even more uniform than
between student subgroups. Changes in course orders like the elevation of Computer
Organization I to be part of the five course base courses module in 2018 can be seen
clearly, as students admitted in 2017 have a much larger range of completion compared to
the later admission years. The same effect can be seen in Introduction to Databases.
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Figure 4.4: Group A: the new curriculum, completion of base courses by admission year

Moving on to intermediate studies in figure 4.5, it is surprising to see that all subgroups
have quite similar distributions in all courses. Some courses show the all students -group
having large distributions spanning multiple years while other groups have notably smaller
distributions. This is an interesting observation, as when combined with graduation rates
and study success figures presented earlier it would indicate that completing these courses
in the suggested slot is a factor in study success and graduation. Otherwise, many courses
show total ranges that span at least two academic years and interquartile ranges that
span around one academic year, verifying the earlier observations about options in course
choices and completion order leading to complex and differing study paths. In the case of
the Open University group the little bit earlier completion can be explained by completion
of base courses before admission as shown later in 4.6, leading to students moving to
intermediate courses during the first year of studies. Other than that, it is interesting
to see that students in the Open University group complete intermediate level courses in
many cases in the same schedule as other students. This would indicate that completing
base courses and even some intermediate courses before admission does not affect later
course timing as much as could be expected.
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Figure 4.5: Group A: the new curriculum, completion of intermediate courses

Open University base studies represented in figure 4.6 show that completing the studies
before admission is common. Naturally students in the Open University -group have a
comparatively large representation and tend to complete some of the studies slightly earlier
than the other student groups. This is without doubt due to a large number of students
admitted through Open University related paths present in the group. Interestingly, the
completion of Introduction to Computer Science is quite common after admission, which
is an unexpected result. This phenomenon cannot be explained through the data, but
can be speculated to be related to a more flexible version being offered through the Open
University that the students prefer over the standard iteration. Another noteworthy insight
is that graduated students tended to complete these courses earlier than the other group,
which might be attributed to both a small sample size and factors related to student
motivation.

Figure 4.6: Group A: the new curriculum, completion of Open University base courses
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More interesting observations arise from the distribution of course completions in Open
University studies when grouped by admission year, shown in figure 4.7. Studies are com-
pleted mainly before admission and the completion points stay uniform between admission
years. A very slight move towards earlier completion can be seen with smaller completion
distributions. The key insight gained from the visualization is that the number of students
completing Open University studies has been almost doubling every year. This is consis-
tent with earlier observations about Open University related admission, it is clear that the
availability of Open University courses and their incorporation into the admission system
leads to more students having prior studies in Computer Science before admission.

Figure 4.7: Group A: the new curriculum, completion of Open University base courses by admission
year

4.2.2 Group B: old curriculum, 2010 - 2017

The non-Open University studies in the old curriculum group grouped by subgroups pre-
sented in figure 4.8 show some interesting phenomena. From the figure it is apparent that
students from the Open University -group hardly completed any non-Open University
base studies. While the representations are small in the other major groups too as shown
in figures 4.3 and 4.11, the complete lack of completions is surprising. This implies that
students in the Open University -group in the old curriculum group have completed base
studies as Open University versions, leading to the conclusion that these students might
be almost exclusively from the Open University admission path. The groups show notably
large ranges of completions, outlining the fact that students do not complete their studies
in the suggested time and do not start studying immediately after admission.
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Figure 4.8: Group B: the old curriculum, completion of base courses

Figure 4.9 shows intermediate course completions grouped by subgroups of students. Stu-
dents in the Open University -group completed the courses slightly earlier. The effect is
more pronounced than in the new curriculum group shown in 4.5 and is closer to what
could be expected considering that these students have completed their base courses in
most cases before admission. It should be noted that for all groups the ranges cover many
years - with interquartile ranges covering a full academic year. This shows that students
have historically not followed the suggested study paths and most of them completed
their studies in a time frame most suitable for themselves. Groupings by admission years
yielded almost indentical results, though with some slight variations most likely caused by
changes in when courses have been offered during the academic year. A slight movement
towards earlier completion with newer admission years could be seen, but that is most
likely caused by smaller sample sizes as many of the students admitted in 2015 and 2016
are part of of the transitioned students group.
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Figure 4.9: Group B: the old curriculum, completion of intermediate courses

Moving on to Open University studies in figure 4.10 we observe similar results as in
the new curriculum group. Open University base courses tend to be completed before
admission, with the Open University admission path most likely playing a major role.
Open University studies being free for degree students it is likely that students have used
this in their advantage to complement missing courses or for scheduling reasons. It is also
possible that some students prefer the educational style of the Open University versions
of the courses more than the standard versions. Unsurprisingly students in the Open
University group have completed the studies earlier than other groups.
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Figure 4.10: Group B: the old curriculum, completion of Open University base courses

4.2.3 Group C: transitioners

Starting again with non-Open University base courses as presented in figure 4.11 the
students in the Open University group have completed the base courses slightly earlier
than other groups. This result is in line with the other major groups A and B. Otherwise
the completions between the subgroups are quite similar. The large amount completions
in Introduction to Databases and Computer Organization I is an expected result due
to them having been intermediate courses in the old curriculum that the transitioners
might have completed before transition. The group includes students that were admitted
earlier, were absent and upon returning to active studying have been transitioned to the
new programme and have thus properly started studing after transition. Groupings by
admission year follow a similar patterns of completion as the other major groups.
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Figure 4.11: Group C: the transitioners group, completion of base courses

Intermediate courses presented in figure 4.12 provide some interesting insights. Like with
the new curriculum group, it would seem that earlier completion of base studies does not
translate into earlier completion of intermediate studies, specially for the Open University
group. Indeed, the completions are roughly comparable to both the graduated students -
group and the all students -group. The mathematics group shows slightly later completion
than their peers in other groups in some cases. A noticeable portion of the studies have
been completed during the third and even fourth years of study, meaning that if students
completed the earlier intermediate courses during their third year of study, they most
likely did not graduate in the three-year study time suggested by the University.

Figure 4.12: Group C: the transitioners group, completion of intermediate courses
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Moving on to Open University studies in figure 4.13, one very interesting thing is immedi-
ately apparent. While the completions generally conform to the model established in the
other major groups, for some unknown reason Introduction to Computer Science sees a
large distribution of completion times. Being a base studies course, one might expect com-
pletions to mirror other base studies courses. A reason for this cannot be drawn from the
data used in this thesis. Another noteworthy phenomena is the low representation of the
mathematics group in Open University studies compared to the all students group. This
indicates that students in the mathematics subgroup of the transitioners group tended not
to pick Open University versions of base studies, in direct contrast with results from the
old and new curriculum groups.

Figure 4.13: Group C: the transitioners group, completion of Open University base courses

The grouping by Open University studies admission year shown in figure 4.14 does not
offer any major new insights compared to the previous figures and groups. The figures
follow a similar pattern with grouping by subgroups in figure 4.13, though the ranges are
notably larger. This can partly be explained by smallish sample sizes for older admission
years. This does not represent the whole truth however, as the distributions for admission
year 2015 are much larger than admission year 2016 even with comparably sized sample
groups. Again, the data itself offers no specific clues to why this has happened.
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Figure 4.14: Group C: the transitioners group, completion of Open University base courses by admission
year

4.2.4 Group comparison

Another question is the differences in course completion between the major student groups.
The following figures follow the model established in the previous sections with one the
completions being grouped by student groups and courses having been combined by name
to facilitate more understandable visualizations. The same limitations in intermediate
courses as in the previous sections also apply with the studies chosen for comparison being
those that are similar in both of the curricula. Course names from the new curriculum
have been used for all groups in the following visualizations.

Looking at the non-Open University base courses shown in figure 4.15 it is clear that com-
pletion of base courses has followed a similar pattern regardless of the group or curriculum.
The slight differences can be explained by differences in when the courses have been offered
in the programme. Interestingly, the interquartile ranges indicate that students in the new
curriculum group generally completed courses before or at the median point of the range.
Only small tails reach completion points after the median where most of the students
have completed the courses. Other groups show much larger upper quartiles which would
indicate that students had to retake the course or examinations. It would be interesting to
know the reason for this - are the new courses easier, have educational methods developed
dramatically or are the students more gifted? A part of the larger interquartile ranges in
the old curriculum and transitioners groups is explained by a larger sample sets and it is
more than likely that when time goes on, the ranges for the new curriculum group become
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larger. Students in the transitioners group show tails leading up to third or fourth years
of study, which is a long time since admission to complete base studies.

Figure 4.15: Comparison of student groups in non-Open University base courses

The corresponding intermediate courses shown in figure 4.16 show larger differences be-
tween the programmes. Students in the new curriculum group completed their intermedi-
ate courses earlier and with a similar effect of small upper quartiles and shorter tails. The
suggested completion schedules of the courses are comparable between the programmes,
meaning that for some undiscovered reason the new programme leads to earlier completion
with less need for retaking examinations. The sample sets for the groups are large enough
to warrant such an observation and while the tails might stretch with future admission
batches, it is unlikely that the medians move dramatically without major changes to sug-
gested course completion times. Earlier visualizations for the new curriculum group estab-
lished that there is no dramatic difference in completion of intermediate studies between
students in the Open University -group and their peers, meaning that earlier completion
of intermediate studies is an effect caused by the curriculum changes. The results for the
transitioners group verify the results in section 4.2.3 showing that the students complete
their intermediate courses later and with a larger variance in completion time than their
peers from the old curriculum group. Indeed, the differences in completion between the
old curriculum and transitioners groups are very noticeable, with transitioning between
programmes clearly indicating a later completion of intermediate studies and thus by an
extent later graduation.
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Figure 4.16: Comparison of student groups in non-Open University intermediate courses

The results for Open University base courses in figure 4.17 do not show any new results
outside those already established in the previous sections. Most of the students complete
their Open University studies before admission with some courses having ranges that
stretch beyond admission. As established before, the role of Open University studies
has become more important in the new curriculum and thus the new curriculum group.
The numbers of completions for these courses are significantly higher and the completion
points slightly earlier than for the other groups. This highlights a large shift in student
study paths leading to more students completing studies prior to admission. Other than
that, the visualizations show that the completion of Open University base studies before
admission has remained in a similar trend, though choosing Open University studies was
much rarer before the curriculum overhaul in 2017.
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Figure 4.17: Comparison of student groups in Open University base courses

4.3 Regarding general distributions, study success and
study paths

The results in section 4.2 give the general outlines in how certain groups of students have
both performed and the distribution of students between certain course completion-based
subgroups. These results are helpful in detecting some greater trends, like a noticeable in-
crease students with large amounts of Open University studies shown in table 4.5 compared
to earlier student groups shown in tables 4.7 and 4.9. Similarly, a decline in students with
large amounts of mathematics studies is observable, for which the data offers no explana-
tions. The Open University results can be directly traced to both changes in curricula and
in admissions, leading us to a conclusion that a more flexible curriculum that incorporates
or accepts Open University courses lead to students choosing those courses in favor of
traditional courses. Purely statistical analysis does not provide the reasons why this phe-
nomenon has manifested in such a distinguishable way after the 2017 curriculum changes,
but prior research offers some clues. Studies by Zheng et al. [48], Leinonen et al. [23]
and Pirttinen et al. [32] show that performance in MOOC and DEFA courses is better
compared to traditional students and that factors such as student motivation are higher.
Another possible affecting factor is only slightly covered in the aforementioned studies, but
could be of importance in understanding the phenomenon. This factor is course structure
and content, which can be thought to be of better quality when compared to traditional
courses. The Open University courses, especially continuously evolving MOOCs, tend to
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be newer and their content is constantly curated, updated and maintained. The content
thus stays fresh and is structured in a way that allows independent study with a variety
of resources, such as links to appropriate helping sources and active online chat channels
that provide both official and peer guidance. It is also more than likely that experimental
educational methods tried-and-tested in MOOC’s are later incorporated to the standard
versions of the course. The students can also provide feedback easily and feedback is read-
ily asked by the interactive online environment. When compared to lecture-based studies
it is possible that these educational methods provide a more interactive and engaging
experience, as noted by for example the student testimonials covered in Zheng et al [48].
Overall, the GPAs in computer science studies are above average of 3 on a scale from 1 to
5, meaning that students who complete their courses generally do so with decent grades.
In fact, averages that are closer to or over 4 can be considered excellent. This would indi-
cate that student motivation is high enough and the education is of good enough quality
that such high averages are possible.

The graduation rates shown in figure 4.1 and table 4.2 show that the graduation rates
are not very high and students don’t seem to complete their studies in the three-to-four-
year target time given by the university [8]. Tying the graduation rates and visualized
study paths to the background presented in sections 2.2 and 2.3, it is clear that there are
unknown variables that affect the study paths of students in such a way that graduation
is not achieved - or atleast studies take much longer than suggested. The big question is
of course what these variables could be. No sources seem to indicate major issues in either
educational content, course structure, general curricula or university policies. Factors such
as military service, parental leave, working while studying and other absences covered in
sections 2.5 and 3.3.3 most likely play a significant role, but no studies in how these factors
affect CS students in particular have been done. It would be unsurprising if receiving a
job offer and either dropping out or postponing graduation was not a major factor, as
there has been a major shortage of IT professionals in the business world and there might
not be a career incentive to graduating as a formal education is not often required for
junior IT roles. Other studies, including for example Barker et al. [2, 3] and Giannakos et
al. [14], have explored CS student retention, with the results being generally applicable to
the groups of students in this thesis though student retention is outside the scope of this
thesis. Nevertheless, student retention is a major factor that affects the general perception
of study success and study paths.



5 Discussion

In this chapter, I discuss the results from chapter 4 and answer the research questions.
The answers are followed by my personal opinions on what the results imply and a look
into further research topics that the results would warrant.

5.1 Insight from the results

Understanding the implications of the theoretical background presented in sections 2.2
and 2.3 in relation to the results from the previous chapter is not as straightforward as
one might expect. There are multitudes of possible factors that can affect either a single
students study path or even whole admission years. The global COVID19 pandemic
happening during the time of the writing of this thesis is one such event that will no
doubt affect the study paths and study success of students currently studying and will
hopefully be a topic of research in the future. Even on a smaller scale, how courses have
been available and possible experimental educational methods applied to them might have
caused effects that have changed the study paths of some students in relation to their peers.
Such effects are unknown variables, as the data alone does not indicate the presence of
anomalous phenomena. As of such, singular deviant results shown earlier in the results
can only be speculated upon.

Regarding study success, as noted before more recent admission years show better study
success than prior admission years. Wether this is because of evolving educational meth-
ods, the growing variety of completion methods leading to easier ways of achieving good
grades or other reasons is unknown. From an educational methods and study success
factors perspective, the general structure of the courses and the supporting facilities such
as feedback and discussion options can be seen as major factors to student motivation and
by extension success and retention as presented earlier in section 2.2. Exercises that are
intellectually challenging, offer a variety of open-ended and closed-ended questions and
contain clear goals, such as the programming tasks with multiple levels that are indepen-
dently graded are of exactly of the style that has been shown to increase student motiva-
tion [28, 35]. The five key ingredients for student motivation as presented by Williams &
Williams [45] are the student, the teacher, the content, the method and the environment.
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The flexible educational style, access to discussions and feedback, engaging framework
and a sense of achievement with instant feedback among other similar benefits present in
this style of courses are elements of the five key ingredients for student motivation. Com-
bined with unlimited tries within the weekly deadlines, it might be deductible that the
course structure and educational style in modernized course iterations seems to be more
fit to modern computer science education in programming courses than the traditional
lecture-based style, at least for a substantial number of students. Adding the findings by
Leinonen et al. [23] and Pirttinen et al. [32] that show better GPA and the results in table
4.6 showing high GPA even for a larger sample of students, the phenomenon looks more
understandable.

Study paths however leave much more up for speculation. As we cannot know the sub-
jective reasons for student decisions, we cannot know why for instance the sample study
paths provided by the university are not followed at all. Possible explanations ranging
from absenteeism to changes in educational methods have been presented in the earlier
chapters, but they offer only partial answers. The visualizations in section 4.2 show that
students take a long time graduate and that course completions are very spread out. This
indicates that the study paths chosen by the students are much more based on subjective
reasons than what the university considers to be a good study path. It would be interesting
to know how much a students academic motivation and the general academic environment
of the programme affect the study paths taken and wether the new programme with more
flexible study path choices leads to more students completing their studies on time. In-
deed, without insight into student reasoning we are left speculating why the visualizations
show this phenomenon, but do not know the actual reasons behind it.

5.2 Answering the research questions

This section provides detailed answers to the research questions presented in section 2.4.
Research questions are answered through the results provided by the methods.

5.2.1 RQ1. Do students follow the suggested study paths?

The Bachelor’s programme used to provide detailed suggestions to students about what
a desirable study path could look like. For example, the ones shown in the official guide-
books for students admitted between 2008 and 2011 shown in figures A.3 and A.6 included
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all of the compulsory courses required for graduation and suggested placement with an
accuracy of a specific study period. The later guidebooks do not show the sample course
structures, but as noted earlier in section 2.6 similar suggestions were still present even
if not printed in the guidebooks. A study path suggestion tailored for the new curricu-
lum [33] is provided online, though its course placement is quite rigid when compared to
the suggested completion points defined in course descriptions. I thus consider the course
descriptions to provide a more realistic view of a suggested study path than the online
sample schedule. Students that followed the sample study path suggestions are almost
non-existent. One factor might be the prevalence of Open University studies, because it
is impossible for students with any prior studies to follow the suggested path - having
even the two base programming courses done complicates course selection starting from
the first study period.

The same phenomenon was present when modeling the suggested study paths for the
old curriculum, only a handful of students followed the suggested paths. For example, a
total of 305 students were admitted in 2010 and 2011 and were instructed to consider the
suggested study path shown in A.6. Only one student out of the 305 followed the suggested
study path for CS courses the first year of their studies. This is a shocking find, as one
would expect that more students would have followed the path deemed appropriate by
the faculty. After some manual adjustments to simulate possible sample schedules after
changed course orders for admission years between 2012 and 2016, the results did not
change for the better. Indeed, in the old curriculum students that followed the complete
suggested path for the first year of their studies are so rare that they can be considered
to be outliers. The conclusion is that students did not and do not follow the suggested
study paths almost at all. Thus, the answer to RQ1 is no, students do not follow the
suggested study paths. This could have some implications to curriculum design as the
suggested study paths affect how courses are offered. Because students do not follow the
suggestions, does it matter as much when the courses are offered? Personally, I think that
a certain figurative backbone of courses in a logical order from admission to graduation
should be outlined, but the timing of courses offered during the academic year could be
more flexible to better serve students.
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5.2.2 RQ2. How do students in the student groups complete
courses?

The answer to RQ2 requires a more open-ended look on two levels. Firstly, looking at the
comparison figures presented in section 4.2.4 some general level distinctions between the
major student groups can be seen. As noted in the aforementioned section, students in
the new programme seem to complete intermediate courses earlier, while base studies and
open university studies are completed in quite similar fashion if slightly earlier as students
in the old programme and the students that transitioned between the programmes. The
interquartile ranges for students in the old programme are also much larger, spanning
multiple years of study in most cases. This is most likely caused by a larger sample
set that includes students with long study times. It is more than likely that the plots
will be closer to the plots for the old programme as the sample set grows. Should the
transitioned students be considered as new programme students, the visualizations would
be very different. As is apparent from the visualizations, students in the transitioners
group have completed studies during the third or fourth years of study, which would shift
the distributions of the new programme group. Thus, the most important clue from the
major student group visualizations is that active students tend to complete courses earlier,
while a noticeable tail of students progressing slower than expected move the medians
noticeably and stretch the distributions. This is important as it gives a more realistic
picture of how computer science studies are completed in general. As noted in the answer
for RQ1, students do not follow sample study paths at all. Should students follow the
suggested study paths, the completions should follow a more uniform pattern and have
much narrower distributions. This causes is discrepancy between university expectations
and actual completions.

The distributions for the more fine-grained subgroups of students in sections 4.2.1, 4.2.2
and 4.2.3 provide additional insights. On a general level through all of subgroups in all
major student groups, the overarching pattern is that students with large amounts of Open
University studies complete studies slightly earlier than other groups, with the largest dif-
ference being in base studies that are most often completed before admission. Interestingly,
intermediate studies are often completed in tandem with other groups, meaning that in
many cases completing base studies before admission does not lead to starting intermedi-
ate studies during the first year of studies. The reason for this might be that guidance in
courses is lacking or that courses simply are not available. The first autumn is generally
reserved for base studies, which the students might have already completed, leading to a
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lack of available courses. The sample study paths do not account for prior studies, leading
to situations where students are unavailable to choose intermediate courses available in
the autumn periods as their prerequisites are only offered during the spring periods. This
is a known problem to students with prior studies before admission that would require
addressing as the prevalence of prior studies in admitted students is growing with every
admission year. Moving back to the student subgroups, graduated students have similar
distributions with slightly narrower distributions than students in the all students -group.
This is not surprising considering that graduation at four, five or even six or more years
is not exactly uncommon as shown earlier in figure 4.2. Students with large amounts of
mathematics studies generally complete their computer science studies a little bit later
than the other groups of students, but this is explainable with a need to balance courses
that might be offered on similar schedules. It would not be unrealistic to assume that
the flexibly available courses computer science courses and completion methods affect how
students in the new programme choose to complete courses.

As a conclusion it could be said that course completions are much more spread out than
expected and differ greatly from the sample study paths planned by the faculty. There
are also noticeable differences in how different student groups complete courses. Students
with a large amount of Open University studies is a group that would require additional
attention from an education planning point of view. That being said, the visualization
through normalization of data to boxplots provides a generalized view of phenomena and
only a partial truth. Without accompanying qualitative study that would explain reason-
ing for long graduation times, course choices and prioritization or student motivation, it
is impossible to draw complete conclusions.

5.2.3 RQ3. How does study success in the study paths differ
between the student groups?

The earlier results concerning GPAs for student groups and subgroups were presented in
chapter 4.1. Notably, the GPAs are higher for students in the new curriculum group.
This is an interesting find that can partly be explained by differences in sample sets, as
students that transitioned between the curricula have completed same courses but have
lower GPAs. One explanation is that the data is likely biased towards including a larger
number of early courses that can be considered to be easier, while the other major student
groups include also more advanced and harder courses. This however is not the whole
truth. Personal communication with Dr. Matti Luukkainen, one of the supervisors of
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this thesis, led to one interesting tidbit of information. In his words course completion
methods have changed drastically during the last years, with more courses being able to
be completed by exercises and project work only without taking an examination, or alter-
natively the weight of the exam in grading is lower. Older course iterations tended to be
more focused on examinations and the course grade could be mostly dependent on exam-
ination performance. This has led to a situation where a good grade is attainable with
rigorous completion of coursework, yielding on average better grades than before for all
students. Taking this into account, the GPAs for the student groups are actually not di-
rectly comparable without separating courses by completion method. The GPAs between
students in the old programme and students that transitioned between programmes are
more comparable. Looking at GPAs alone thus cannot tell us whether studying in the new
programme is better for real study success compared to the old programme, even if the
inflated number so indicate. This highlights the fact that comparing GPAs is dependent
on context and might yield misleading results should they be compared without criticism.
In my personal opinion it is quite unlikely that the student material is suddenly notice-
ably more talented, sporting GPAs almost half a grader higher with comparable grading
practices. It is more likely that a slightly biased sample combined with evolving course
completion methods leads to inflation in grades compared to prior students.

More meaningful answers can be found when looking at the general trends in the student
subgroups. Even though the issue of incomparable GPAs between the groups persists, a
look on the general trends yields answers to the research question. As expected, the GPA
is lowest for the all students -group - most likely due to it containing all students including
dropouts and low performers. Graduated students fared slightly better when compared
to all students, but the difference is small enough to indicate that graduating does not
translate to good grades. The groups with large amount of mathematics studies have
consistently higher GPA than other students. While the precise reasons are unknown,
it could be assumed that students investing in mathematics gain an advantage over their
peers in computer science courses. Computer science theory is by nature mathematical, so
it is not unreasonable to assume that mathematics and computer science complement each
other well. It could also be that these students are inherently more apt and motivated for
computer science studies and thus perform better than their peers. Indeed, studies show
that high mathematical aptitude and prior studies translate to general study success in
computer science and studies in general [6, 17, 46]. Overall, this result would indicate
that encouraging students to choose mathematics courses to complement their degrees
- and by a stretch encouraging students in Bachelor’s programmes in mathematics and
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statistics to choose computer science as their academic minors. In this light, it is sad to
see that the amount of students choosing to invest heavily in mathematics studies is on
the decline. However, as mathematical aptitude most likely plays a role in both investing
in mathematics studies and study success, encouraging mathematics studies might not
translate to study success for all students. Mathematical anxiety and low aptitude affects
study success, as shown by for example Nunez et al. [29] and Mieskonen [27]. Students
with large amounts of Open University students also succeed better than their peers,
consistent with the findings by Leinonen et al. [23] and Pirttinen et al. [32]. This validates
earlier studies and highlights the fact that even without focused guidance and issues with
course planning, study success for students with Open University backgrounds or studies
is better compared to their peers not counting the mathematics group. The outlier here
is the transitioners group, where the GPA for the Open University group is lower than in
the two other major student groups. There is no explanation to this phenomenon that
can be derived from the data and it is not consistent with prior study.

One could say that the most important study success metric is actually graduating, a good
GPA does not amount to much should the student not graduate. It is clear judging by
graduation rates presented in chapter 4.1 that students choosing to pursue study paths
with a large amount of mathematics or Open University studies have better graduation
rates. In the old programme, all of the students in the Mathematics and Open University
groups graduated, compared to the average graduation rate of 53%. Even in the new
programme, 35% of the students in the mathematics group have graduated. This most
likely means that students choosing to invest in mathematics are more likely graduate in
the suggested time, as the general graduation rate in the whole student group is only 9%.
Additionally, the results would indicate that students choosing to pursue more diverse
study paths are more likely to graduate. Combined with better GPA’s, it is clear that
study success is better on these distinct study paths compared to the general mass of
students.

5.3 Implications and further research

Making definitive conclusions from high-level perspective such as the one take in this
thesis is both hard and not very wise. The results do have very interesting and significant
implications, but I believe that there is not enough focused research on many of the
observed issues to allow for bold claims. Certain implications however are clear enough,
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students have not, do not and in many cases are not able to follow the sample schedules
provided. This casts a shadow of doubt on their usefulness. Sample schedules guide
curricula design, but on the same time provide a model that is not used, leading to a
situation where they are initially useful for a very small minority of students. On a
conceptual level, it could be beneficial to provide different suggestions for different student
groups, e.g. providing one for students with a certain amount of prior Open University
studies. Keeping in mind the results in chapter 4.1, many students do not graduate in
the three suggested years of study, forming a need to take this into account. This could
mean investing into methods that would favor graduating in the allotted time and making
sure that students have access to courses, referring to the fact that students with prior
studies might have to wait until courses are available and might thus have difficulties in
finding suitable courses in the meantime. One solution to this issue could be running
some courses in an on-demand fashion, allowing students to enroll and complete on their
own volition or starting a course in any period should the minimum required attendees
enroll. This might be hard to implement, but some optional courses do already allow for
this kind of flexible enrollment and completion. Sample study paths designed for two-
year completion might also be useful for students with large amount of Open University
studies. It might also be beneficial to provide sample schedules for study plans taking
longer than the suggested time. It could be motivating for students who know that they
cannot graduate in three years due to personal reasons to know that it is not the end
of the world and there are alternative study paths that lead to graduation in 3.5, 4 or
even 5 years. Offering customized study paths that aim for specific Master’s programmes,
such as Data Science and Bioinformatics could also be offered, further motivating students
that have goals in specific fields of study. In the end, graduation is the goal for both the
faculty and the student and looking at the poor graduation rates from earlier, any measure
that leads to increase would be welcome. Officially endorsing diverse paths to graduation
could present the programme in a good light and show that old educational structures can
be redesigned. The three-year completion is however a built-in design in the educational
system as a whole and is as of such not the fault of the Faculty of Computer Science in
the University of Helsinki.

Further minor and major research topics that stem from this thesis are plentiful. Deeper
understanding regarding the study paths and their effect on the educational methods and
applied educational theory would be one interesting high-level topic that would deepen
the understanding on how students study computer science and how to design educa-
tion to better suit student wants and needs. More specific research into how for example
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industry focused optional courses affect graduation rates and study success would also
be interesting. Such research could shed light into the role of immediately applicable
work skills in contrast to study motivation and retention. Regarding study success, fur-
ther research into the factors affecting success specifically in the University of Helsinki
could yield interesting results. Taking a more fine-grained approach with how individual
teaching methods, course completion policies and even individual courses might highlight
success factors most relevant to different course models. A lack of research into computer
science specific educational methods from an educational sciences viewpoint would also
warrant further research. Such research could positively affect general curricula design
and programme structure to further improve the current system.

Noted multiple times in the prior chapters, the lack of qualitative research leaves a notice-
able gap in the understanding of study paths and study success factors in the University
of Helsinki. I would strongly suggest investing research resources to this issue, as with-
out focused qualitative results a complete picture of the issue raised in this thesis and to
certain extent other studies is impossible to form. Without the knowledge of why some
phenomena appear the insight presented by merely finding them is not enough. I believe
that that longitudinal study spanning multiple admission years with attempts to under-
stand historical data through focused interviews with former students would result in a
treasure trove of information that when combined with statistical data would allow major
research-based development of the Bachelor’s Programme in Computer Science.



6 Conclusion

Key statistical distributions show that both the graduation rates for the programme related
student groups and admission years are quite low. The numbers also show that time until
graduation is in most cases noticeably longer than the suggested three years. The results
for the different student groups show that there are study success differences between
the student groups. Students in the new curriculum group had higher average GPAs
through all the subgroups than their peers in the other groups. This can be explained
with the sample set being skewed towards students earlier in their studies and changes in
course completion methods, with more recent course iterations offering completion without
examinations, which could result in better grades overall. Through all the groups certain
trends were present. Students that graduated had slightly better GPAs than students
in the all students -group. Students with large amount of Open University studies had
better GPAs when compared to both all students and graduated students, consistent with
results from prior research. These students also had a larger graduation rate than the
general graduation rate for all students. Students with large amount of mathematics
studies consistently have a noticeably better GPAs than students in other groups and the
graduation rates for the students is significantly better than the rate for all students in
their reference groups. The underlying causes can only be speculated upon, but it would
seem that both mathematical affinity and a heavy investment in mathematics studies could
result to better study success in computer science.

Study path visualizations show that the completion of courses is quite fragmented. The
used visualization method shows that in most intermediate courses, it is possible to point
the median point of completion, but the interquartile ranges usually cover at least a
whole academic year either way of the median. The visualizations when combined with
suggested study paths provided by the university showed that students do not follow the
suggested study paths and tend to complete their studies flexibly in a way that best suit
their personal needs. This is most likely related to the long study times before graduation
and also prior Open University studies that both invalidate the sample schedules built on
a premise of zero prior course completions and a three-year study time until graduation.
The visualizations also show that students in the new programme complete courses slightly
earlier than the other groups and complete Open University courses more after admission.
The earliness of completion will most likely be changed as the sample group grows and
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late joiners start to complete their courses. On the other hand, the visualizations highlight
the large role of Open University courses as a complement to the general course offering,
leading to a larger amount of flexibility in personal study path planning which the students
seem to utilize.

As a conclusion, it is clear that further research into the factors that cause these phenom-
ena would be required. Statistical results augmented by visualizations provides a partial
truth and the underlying reasons of why the phenomena happen remains unknown until
longitudinal qualitative research is conducted. Drawing overarching conclusions by num-
bers alone is hard, but certain speculations are possible. Through the results presented in
this thesis it is apparent that more focus on study path planning and student retention
measures should be taken. As students are admitted with more diverse academic back-
grounds, it would be beneficial to re-evaluate how course structures are designed and to
provide alternative study paths for students. More flexible course offerings and on-demand
enrollments could make study path planning easier for students and thus motivate them
further to complete their studies. Officially endorsing diverse study paths over the three-
year model with both faster and slower paths to graduation could result in better student
retention and higher graduation rates. Evolving the Bachelor’s Programme in Computer
Science to be more inclusive for students from all backgrounds and taking a more stu-
dent centric approach in providing the means for flexible personal study path design and
a larger variety of course completion options could be very beneficial for all the parties
involved. It is possible that boldly upgrading the programme to answer current issues
could lead to advances in educational theory, educational methods and curriculum design
that would result in interesting novel approaches to computer science education.

6.1 Limitations

Research in computer science education from foreign universities is abundant, but dif-
ferences in the educational practices and methods make them of limited use. Tertiary
education systems in Europe follow the Bologna process rendering them mutually compa-
rable in terms of degree requirements [39], but the process does not dictate the contents of
a programme. Tertiary education systems in the Americas and Asia again have their own
distinct systems, casting doubts on direct comparisons between the degree programmes
without taking into account the specific differences. The ACM/IEEE curricula detailed
in appendix B functions as global guideline in computer science education design, but the
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similarity of educational content might not be enough should the degree requirements be
very different. This leads to issues in comparison, as results always need to be contextu-
alized to their specific educational systems. This does not mean that the results would be
completely useless, but their usefulness is limited to generalized observations that could
be relevant in the context of the Finnish Education System.

Additionally, the mentioned lack of large-scale qualitative studies into student success,
paths and motivation specifically in the University of Helsinki leaves many phenomena
up to speculation. A data-based view into study paths through statistical means and
visualizations provides only a partial truth with many unanswered questions. A lack of
more focused research on which to draw conclusions from is a major limitation for this
thesis and additional research would be welcome.

It is challenging to create visualizations in a topic that requires novel visualization ideas
combined with purpose made data normalization. The undestandability of visualizations
is a subjective matter and perfect methods that would convey the points perfectly to all
readers is impossible to find. [30, 31] Thus, some readers might find the chosen visualization
style hard to understand and would gain better understanding through different forms of
visualization.
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Appendix A University Of Helsinki CS Curriculum 2008 - 2017

The following figures are scans of curriculum guidebooks through the years between 2008
and 2016. The material is currently only available in Finnish and in singular surviving
booklets archived by the faculty. The booklets were provided to be used and scanned in
this thesis by Reijo Sivén, the education coordinator responsible for CS studies. Additional
materials that may have been distributed to students are most likely lost in time.

Figure A.1: General structure Bachelor level CS studies, 2008-2010
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Figure A.2: Proposed timing of Bachelor level CS studies, 2008-2010
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Figure A.3: Sample structure of Bachelor level CS studies, 2008-2010
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Figure A.4: General structure Bachelor level CS studies, 2010-2012
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Figure A.5: Proposed timing of Bachelor level CS studies, 2010-2012
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Figure A.6: Sample structure of Bachelor level CS studies, 2010-2012
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Figure A.7: General structure Bachelor level CS studies, 2012-2014
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Figure A.8: The structure of Bachelor level CS studies, 2010-2012
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Figure A.9: General structure Bachelor level CS studies, 2014-2016
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Figure A.10: The structure of Bachelor level CS studies, 2014-2016



Appendix B The ACM and IEEE Computer Science curricula

The ACM and IEEE Computer Science Curricula are joint ventures by the aforementioned
organizations aiming to provide generally applicable guidelines for computer science ed-
ucation in tertiary education[7, 20]. These curricula function in a guiding role, helping
universities in building and structuring undergraduate programmes in a way that covers
all of the topics considered essential. The curricula contain course structure ideas, topic
implementation guidance and pedagogical discussions related to educational viewpoints
in specific topics. With regular updates, content reviews and specialist panels, the cur-
riculum versions keep evolving to address current topics and to cover emerging fields.
The Computer Science Curricula are subset of a wider Computing Curricula, which cover
fields such as Computer Engineering, Cybersecurity, Information Systems, Information
Technology and Data Science[11]. While certain educational and procedural topics are
shared between different fields, the field specific curricula are self contained units that
evolve based on both the prior versions and latest developments in the fields. Thus, the
latest complete Computer Science Curriculum release version, Computer Science Curricu-
lum 2013 (CS2013 ) is based on Computer Science Curriculum 2008 (CS2008 ), which in
turn is based on Computer Science Curriculum 2001 (CS2001 )[7, 20]. In this thesis the
focus is on CS2008 and CS2013, which are the two newest complete curricula. More specif-
ically, the focus is on the educational content as the scope of this thesis does not support
a larger and more multidisciplinary research into contentual and pedagogical differences
between the localized versions and the guiding principles.

The CS2008 consists of 14 principles that guide the work, developments in the field of
computing, changes to the curriculum since the last version and thoughts on specific
topics that were of concern in 2008. The guiding principles evolved from similar principles
outlined in CS2001,with the principles specified as follows[7].

On Computing

1. Computing is a broad field that extends well beyond the boundaries of com-
puter science.

2. Like CS2001, CS2008 should seek to identify the fundamental skills and
knowledge that all computing students must possess.

3. CS2008 must continue to strive to be internal in scope.
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4. CS2008 must include updated professional practice as an integral component
of the undergraduate curriculum.

5.The Interim Review needs to present the Computer Science discipline in as
positive a light as possible, as seen by current applicants

On Computer Science

6. Computer science continues to to draw its foundations from a wide variety
of disciplines.

7. Computer science education, moreover, must seek to prepare students for
lifelong learning that will enable them to move beyond today’s technology to
meet the challenges of the future.

8. The required body of knowledge, i.e. the core, should be updated from CS2001
to reflect changes in the discipline.

9. The development of CS2008 must remain broadly based.

10. The Interim Review Task Force must take into account relevant feedback
from industry and seek to address their current needs.

Course design and implementation

11. CS2008 should follow the style of CS2001 and go beyond knowledge units
to offer significant guidance in terms of individual course design in particular
areas.

12. CS2008 must include discussions of strategies and tactics for implementa-
tion along with high-level recommendations.

13. It has taken the view that the crisis should be addressed mainly during
pedagogical considerations.

The Review Process

14. The rapid evolution of computer science requires an ongoing review of the
corresponding curriculum.

In addition to guiding principles, the CS2008 outlines knowledge areas security topics,
concurrent computing and net-centric computing as emerging areas of special concern[7].
These areas were not properly addressed in CS2001 and are one of the major contentual
evolutions between CS2001 and CS2008. CS2008 outlines 14 major knowledge areas that
are relevant to undergraduate level studies. The knowledge areas are outlined in table
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B.1. While the knowledge areas are identical to the ones presented in CS2001, the content
and focus of these areas shifted as per requirements posed by the areas of special concern
and developments in the field[7]. From a curriculum design and adaptation standpoint,
each of these knowledge areas does not need to have a specific single area of knowledge
type course tied to it. CS2008 contains a set of core knowledge from various knowledge
areas that covers around 280 hours of instruction time. A minimum core coverage time
in instructional hours to be devoted to certain topics inside the knowledge areas is also
given. The core topics are split into compulsory and elective topics. A single course can
cover multiple knowledge areas and multiple topics, as long as the learning objectives of
each topic are achieved. It is explicitly noted that the CS2008 only forms a guideline of
content and universities should adapt the curriculum to fit their course structures[7].

CS2008 knowledge areas
Discrete Structures (DS) Human-Computer Interaction (HC)
Programming Fundamentals (PF) Graphics and Visual Computing (GV)
Algorithms and Complexity (AL) Intelligent Systems (IS)
Architecture and Organization (AR) Information Management (IM)
Operating Systems (OS) Social and Professional Issues (SP)
Net-Centric Computing (NC) Software Engineering(SE)
Programming Languages (PL) Computational Science (CN)

Table B.1: CS2008 knowledge areas

Additionally, CS2008 gives the characteristics that a successful graduate should possess.
These characteristics are system level perspective, appreciation of the interplay between
theory and practice, familiarity with common themes and principles, significant project
experience, attention to rigorous thinking and adaptability. In addition to these char-
acteristics, the graduate should also possess cognitive capabilities and skills relating to
computer science, such as modeling, requirements management, understanding of compu-
tational thinking, critical evaluation, testing and professional responsibility. The graduate
should also possess practical capabilities and skills relating to computer science, such as
design and implementation, evaluation, information management, human-computer inter-
action and risk assessment. In addition, as additional transferable skills, the graduate
should be versed in communication skills, teamwork, self management and professional
development.[7]
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Like CS2008, the newest iteration of computer science curricula - the CS2013, consists
of principles that guided the work, developments in the field of computing, changes to
the curriculum and thoughts on specific topics of special concern[20]. CS2013 contains
major overhauls in content and a more flexible onlook towards course and curriculum
structure. The role of mathematics in computer science studies is briefly covered. The
general standpoint is that mathematics is an integral part of many computer science topics
and that mathematical studies are recommended in addition to computer science studies.
Institutions should be mindful of the prerequisites for mathematical studies, as computer
science studies still need to be accessible for students without extensive backgrounds in
mathematics[20]. CS2013 also briefly covers MOOCs as a course and learning model,
which is especially relevant in comparisons with the University Of Helsinki CS curriculum
from 2017 onwards outlined in section 2.5.

The high level themes that guided the development of CS2013 were a big tent view of
CS - meaning that computer science studies should be modeled to be multi-disciplinary,
managing the size of the curriculum - meaning that while the field of computer science is
expanding the curriculum should stay in a manageable content size, actual course exem-
plars - adding exemplary courses structures from various higher education institutions to
help other institutions in course and curriculum building and lastly institutional needs -
meaning that the content of CS2013 should be explicitly flexible to suit various localized
needs.[20]. The main principles in CS2013 are quite similar to the principles in CS2008.
While the more general computing principles have been dropped in favor of principles more
closely related to computer science as a field, the general theme of providing students with
the right skills and knowledge to succeed in the field after graduation and facilitating
lifelong learning with a multi-disciplinary point of view are present[7, 20]. The principles
of CS2013 are as follows[20].

1. Computer science curricula should be designed to provide students with the
flexibility to work across many disciplines.

2. Computer science curricula should be designed to prepare graduates for a
variety of professions, attracting the full range of talent to the field.

3. CS2013 should provide guidance for the expected level of mastery of topics
by graduates.

4. CS2013 must provide realistic, adoptable recommendations that provide
guidance and flexibility, allowing curricular designs that are innovative and
track recent developments in the field.
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5.The CS2013 guidelines must be relevant to a variety of institutions.

6. The size of the essential knowledge must be managed.

7. Computer science curricula should be designed to prepare graduates to suc-
ceed in a rapidly changing field.

8. CS2013 should identify the fundamental skills and knowledge that all com-
puter science graduates should possess while providing the greatest flexibility in
selecting topics.

9. CS2013 should provide the greatest flexibility in organizing topics into
courses and curricula.

10. The development and review of CS2013 must be broadly based.

CS2013 expands the knowledge areas from CS2001/CS2008 shown in table B.1. Four new
knowledge areas were added and the existing ones received in some cases major overhauls
to make them more relevant to modern practices[20]. Knowledge units were also moved
between knowledge areas to form more coherent bodies of content. The knowledge areas in
CS2013 are presented in table B.2. Like in CS2008, the knowledge areas contain core skills
and topics that each student should learn and how many instructional hours should be
dedicated to learning these skills[20]. These topics are called knowledge units. However,
CS2013 splits knowledge units into tier 1 and tier 2 level skills, with tier 1 containing the
required topics in the units and tier 2 the recommended but elective parts of the units.
The change was introduced to allow for more flexibility in the localized curricula and to
move away from a "every student needs to know everything" mentality[20]. The amount of
instructional hours increased slightly with the change, going up to 308 hours in combined
tier 1 and tier 2 studies, compared to 280 hours in CS2008. Another change introduced is
how introductory courses are structured. CS2013 allows for a more flexible introductory
course structure to accommodate students with various backgrounds, prior computing
experience and to better suit non-major students. This change allows departments to be
more flexible in how they design curricula in relation to local needs[20].

Like CS2008, CS2013 provides a list of desired qualities for a graduate. These qualities are
technical understanding of computer science, familiarity with common themes, apprecia-
tion of the interplay between theory and practice, system-level perspective, problem solving
skills, project experience, commitment to life-long learning, commitment to professional
responsibility, communication and organizational skills, awareness of the broad applicabil-
ity of computing and appreciation of domain-specific knowledge[20]. These characteristics
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CS2013 knowledge areas
Algorithms and Complexity (AL) Architecture and Organization (AR)
Computational Science (CN) Discrete Structures (DS)
Graphics and Visualization (GV) Human-Computer Interaction (HCI)
Information Assurance and Security (IAS) Information Management (IM)
Intelligent Systems (IS) Networking and Communications (NC)
Operating Systems (OS) Platform-based Development (PBD)
Parallel and Distributed Computing (PD) Programming Languages (PL)
Software Development Fundamentals
(SDF)

Software Engineering (SE)

Systems Fundamentals (SF) Social Issues and Professional Practice
(SP)

Table B.2: CS2013 knowledge areas

are expanded from the ones presented in CS2001 and CS2008. The qualities in CS2013
are more abstract and focus more on broader tasks that the graduate should be able to
accomplish rather than the more specific singular skills in the previous curriculum ver-
sions. This change reflects the change from a rigid to flexible curricula and course design
that CS2013 aimed to achieve.
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